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Abstract. This article proposes application of data-mining methods on historic diagnostic data collected in
telemedical prevention programs. The described techniques allow to improve efficiency of such programs by
improving prediction accuracy and balancing trade-off between sensitivity and specificity which typically has
a different cost in telemedicine. The proposed methods has been successfully applied to a state of the art
telemedical program for schizophrenia prevention - the ITAREPS.
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1. Introduction
With growing cost of medical treatment, different telemedical prevention programs become more and
more important. Automation in telemedicine can lower costs, required human resources and also increase
speed in patient-doctor communication [1][2].
On the other hand, telemedicine brings new challenges especially for information and communication
technology. The diagnostic methods or devices for in-home use operated by the patients may highly differ
from in-person clinical diagnostics, so that traditional guidelines and best practices may be questioned.
Moreover, telemedical programs, tent to produce far greater amount of diagnostic data1 than in-person
diagnostics. Data-mining analysis performed on such data may not only reveal new information on the
diagnosed diseases but also further optimize settings of the applied diagnostic tests.
Those are the reasons why this article proposes the application of data-mining methods to historic
diagnostic data produced by telemedical programs in order to improve their efficiency.

2. Telemedical Prevention
Telemedical prevention programs are part of the remote monitoring category of telemedicine [3].
Typically various in-home diagnostic devices or patient's self-evaluations are communicated remotely.
On the remote servers different diagnostic streams are aggregated and analysed in order to detect
warning trends in patients' development to allow timely intervention 2 and thus prevent further serious
condition worsening. The following figure depicts the process of a typical telemedical prevention program.

1

Some programs may for example produce a continuous stream of diagnostic data with continuous measurement of patient
condition.
2
Typically medication increase/decrease, life-style advices, or other remote or in-person consultations.
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Fig. 1: Automated Telemedical Prevention.

3. Temporal Data-mining
The following specifics need to be considered when doing data-mining on temporal diagnostic data:

•
•
•
•

Temporal abstraction — temporal abstraction needs to be applied in order to convert timestamped
observations (events) into a standard feature matrix which may be directly used for data-mining [4].
Noise in data — in-home diagnostic is typically highly noisy and incomplete. Noise in data needs to
be addressed to train consistent and thus better performing classifiers.
Filtering — high amount of various diagnostic data may over-fit the classifier and increase temporal
complexity of the training process. Redundant or correlated data needs to be filtered or aggregated.
Rare-events — typically in telemedical programs the predicted condition (relapse, worsening etc...) is
relatively rare3, thus imbalanced classes and lack of positive examples needs to be addressed [5][6].

3.1. Data Preparation
Correlation between various diagnostic variables may be addressed with principal component analysis
(PCA). Another approach is to use factor analysis and aggregate the most correlated variables [7]
Temporal abstraction extracts features out of temporal events. Different methods are applicable for this
purpose. The most simple method is to use the variable as a feature directly without any transformations.
Another method is to build fixed length temporal windows either with a certain overlap or for each event.
All events in each window are than used to apply different statistical measures (such as average, standard
deviation, modus...) and form features.
Using various forgetting functions it is possible to abstract from temporal windows completely. In such
case each feature is produced by applying a forgetting function to each single event and all its predecessors.
The following figure demonstrates the whole process on an example. Two correlated diagnostic streams
are first aggregated using sum and later average is used to extract a feature value for each temporal window.

Fig. 2: Stream Aggregation and Temporal Abstraction using Temporal Windows.

An intervention period is a temporal window before each target even (the predicted event) long enough
to potentially prevent the event through intervention. Feature values extracted from within the intervention
period are considered positive examples. Values outside the intervention period are considered negative.
Classifiers are than trained to recognize positive examples in order to predict target events. The related
feature matrix construction is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

3

This is especially true for chronic diseases which are especially suitable for telemedical prevention.
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Fig. 3: Construction of the Feature Matrix with Target Class.

3.2. Modelling
This article suggests to test various data preparation approaches and eliminate methods which aren't
suitable in a series of modelling experiments. A suitable model for prototyping (or even for production) is for
example the Naive Bayes classifier. It works very well for many real life data sets and performs very fast as
it does not search the whole state space [8][10].
Other models which has been successfully applied on temporal prediction problems include for example
AdaBoost, SVM, various rule-based approaches, decision trees and others [11]. A good starting point is to
test for example the top 10 data-mining algorithms identified at the 2006 ICDM Conference [12].

3.3. Evaluation
This article proposes the use of sensitivity and specificity as the measures to compare various models'
performance on diagnostic data. Sensitivity and specificity are standard measures used in medical
diagnostics. They are well understood by the doctors, they cope well with classes imbalance and they may be
directly used to construct the Youden's index4 in order to obtain a single comparable measure [13].
In addition, sensitivity and specificity is the base for ROC curves which allows model comparison for
different classification thresholds. This is especially useful when there are requirements for a certain
sensitivity or specificity thresholds in the telemedical program. In this case only the relevant segments of the
ROC curves are mutually compared [15][16].
The proposed evaluation technique to estimate the model's performance on unknown data is leave-oneinstance-out cross-validation which is especially useful when we have only a small amount of positive
examples. It allows to use the maximum of the positive examples for training in each fold [13][14].

3.4. Noise in the Data
Noise in data causes inconsistencies and over-fits the model. The proposed approach is to establish
thresholds to filter out noisy data in the training phase to obtain consistent models which perform better even
on the noisy data5 which had been left out.

3.5. Pitfalls
There are several pitfalls which needs to avoided when performing temporal data-mining on telemedical
diagnostic data [17]:

•

•
•

Leave-one-instance-out — classical leave-one-out cross-validation implemented in many different
data-mining systems would give over optimistic performance estimates. The reason is, same patient's
examples may lend in the validation set as well as in the training set and thus import additional
knowledge into training and cause better results than what can be expected on unknown data.
Best model bias — fine-tunning parameters of a single model would give over optimistic results. It is
preferable to invent several models and data-preparation techniques which perform well on the data.
Discretization — if used, discretization thresholds needs to be calculated for each training set again in
each cross-validation fold. Calculating the thresholds from the whole data would again import
additional knowledge from the validation set into training.

4. ITAREPS — the Case Study

4
5

Youden's index = sensitivity + specificity - 1
Noisy data are left out from training set but they are present in validation set.
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ITAREPS6 is a schizophrenia relapse prevention program invented in the Prague Psychiatric Centre by
Dr. Filip Spaniel. It is a mature program operated since 2006 in Czech republic with over 400 patients. Over
time it has been deployed in 7 additional countries7 [18].
Each week, patients and their related carers8 are asked via an SMS message to submit answers to a short
questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of ten questions primarily targeted at detecting prodromal
symptoms, such as: sleep problems, irritation, decrease in appetite, various dysphoric symptoms, behavioural
changes, cognitive skill worsening, hearing voices etc...

Fig. 4: the ITAREPS program.

Patient’s state is evaluated relatively to the last evaluation. Answers range from 0 to 4, where 0 means no
change or improvement and 1 to 4 means mild to extreme worsening respectively.
When the total sum of answers exceeds a given expert-defined threshold for a time period, ITAREPS
sends an alert to the outpatient psychiatrist. S/he may than decide to increase medication to prevent
consequent hospitalization which is not only costly but also significantly affects patients quality of life.
In a mirror design trial the program decreased the overall hospitalization rate of the participating patients
by 70% after they entered the program [18]. But a recent one year double-blind trial revealed issues with a
high false alert rate which discourages doctor to do proper interventions [19]. This issue is one of the
motivations for the research described further.

4.1. Data-mining on ITAREPS Data
The history of patient and carer evaluation messages and the history of patient's hospitalizations has been
used for a series of data-mining experiments. Experiments were performed on the passive branch of the
double-blind trial which isn't contaminated with medication increases.
Factor analysis9 has been applied to find suitable question clusters. Experiments revealed that clustering
the 10 questions into 4 clusters outperforms other options. Related patient and carer clusters has been
aggregated using sum which outperformed other approaches.
Various temporal abstraction techniques has been applied, but exponential forgetting or a simple
difference between two last messages worked far better with the data.
Many different models have been applied to the resulting feature matrix but Naive Bayes, SVM and
AdaBoost performed consistently better than other models.
Another technique which greatly improved relapse prediction performance was filtering of patient who
produce noisy data. Some patients had issues to correctly self-evaluate their condition. The historic data
contain examples of non-responders as well as patients who send bad scores all the time.

6
7
8
9

Information Technology Aided Relapse Prevention in Schizophrenia
Slovak republic, Great Britain, Japan, Taiwan, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Netherlands
Appointed family members
PCA was also tested, but did not perform well with the data.
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A simpple threshold on minimum
m average score in the intervention
i
period and maximum score outsidee
this period allowed
a
to filtered
fi
noisyy patients from the trainin
ng set. This improved
i
thee overall perrformance ass
depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Noise Filteering.

Variouss data prepaaration technniques and different
d
mod
dels has beeen tested and evaluated using ROC
C
curves simillarly to Fig. 5 in order too identify a seet of method
ds which perfform better w
with the ITAR
REPS data.

4.2. Resuults
This secction presentts the results achieved ussing the stand
dard Naive Bayes
B
classiffier and a sim
mple last twoo
message diifference feaature appliedd on 4 queestion clusteers. The dem
monstrated rresults are performance
p
e
estimates onn unknown data
d calculateed using the leave-one-in
nstance-out cross-validati
c
ion.
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Fig. 4: Prediction Perfformance.

The prooposed modeel shows a siignificant increase in preediction perfformance over the curren
nt ITAREPS
S
program. Thhe false alertt rate has beeen decreased by 67.7% with
w the samee sensitivity = 0.568.
Table 1: Prediction
P
Perrformance
Yoouden's indexx
ITAREPS
The Proposeed Model

Sensitivityy

Specifiicity

0.350

0.568

0.782

10

0.568

0.891

0
0.459

% predictedd
The ovverall averagge false alerrt rate is 1.3361 false alert per patieent and yeaar with 73.3%
11
hospitalizations wheree ITAREPS performs at 4.208 false alerts with the same prredicted hosspitalizationss
rate. This satisfies
s
acceptance critteria definedd by expertss prior to thhis research for the nex
xt generationn
ITAREPS with
w at least 70%
7
predicteed hospitalizzations and max.
m 3 averagge false alerts per patient and year.
The prooposed modeel performs at
a sensitivityy = 0.568 an
nd specificityy = 0.891 which is comp
parable withh
widely usedd standard cliinical diagnoostic test in medicine.
m
The folllowing figuure shows prediction
p
peerformance of
o the proposed model on the passsive branchh
visualized on
o a time-scaale. This visuualization meethod can sig
gnificantly help communnicate the results with thee
doctors.

Figg. 5: Patient Time Scale Visualization
V
n12.
In addiition, the prooposed moddel allows too trade-off sensitivity
s
foor specificityy by selectiing differentt
classificatioon thresholdss. For exampple 80% of predicted
p
ho
ospitalizationns may be exxchanged forr 1.778 falsee
alerts per paatient per yeear. This alloows to optimiize cost-efficciency of thee program. T
To optimize prediction
p
inn
ITAREPS we
w want to minimize
m
the false alert raate within thee acceptance criteria bounndaries.

5. Appliicability
The meethods propoosed in this article
a
were successfully
y applied to schizophreniia relapse prrediction butt
they may allso be applicaable to otherr telemedical prevention programs
p
if the
t followingg criteria aree met:

•
•
10
11
12

Availability of historic
h
data with
w a sufficiient number of positive examples.
e
Exisstence of a paassive branchh of a blind trial
t
to obtain
n data not coontaminated w
with interven
ntions.

Youuden's index hass been calculateed for the same sensitivity as th
he ITAREPS's Youden's
Y
indexx.
A hoospitalization iss considered as predicted whenn there is at leasst a single alert in the hospitaliization's interveention period.
Patieents which werren't hospitalized in the observeed period has been
b
left out of the
t charts.
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6. Conclusion
This article proposes the use of temporal data-mining methods to improve prediction performance in
telemedical prevention programs and thus improve overall efficiency of such programs. Various
data-preparation, modelling and evaluation techniques are first defined in general and later applied to a case
study — the ITAREPS program for schizophrenia relapse prevention.
This article shows that improving prediction performance through data-mining on the diagnostic data
history is a realistic goal. The proposed model performs significantly better than the expert-defined
thresholds of the original ITAREPS reducing the overall rate of false alerts by 67.7%.
Similar approaches may be applicable for other telemedical programs which satisfy the applicability
criteria defined previously.
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